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The Road to
Economic Justice
in Oregon
Our Impact in 2019
You want to see economic justice prevail. You
want an Oregon where everyone — no matter
their race, ethnicity, gender, or place of origin
— is economically secure and has a real
opportunity to thrive.
So do we. At the Oregon Center for Public Policy,
we champion economic opportunity for all
Oregonians. We use research and analysis of
tax, budget, and economic issues to advance
economic justice. We fight back when policies
that favor large corporations and the wealthy
make it harder for working families to make a
decent life for themselves. We work to remove
structural barriers that block the path of
opportunity for people of color.
We achieve real, systemic changes. That’s the
road to economic justice.

Working
together
for a better
Oregon

Executive Director Alejandro
Queral greeting volunteer
Bennett Minton.

Thank you for making 2019 a year to remember. You helped steer
Oregon toward greater economic and social justice as we achieved
landmark victories that will help communities, families and children
thrive. The Center’s research and analysis on tax policy supported
advocacy efforts of labor, community-based organizations and OCPP
to advocate for historic investments in public education. Your support
allowed Center staff to lead a broad coalition of organizations to
ensure legislators renewed and increased the tax credit that helps
low-income working families make ends meet. Together, these
policies will have an immediate impact on our communities and
serve as the foundation for a more equitable Oregon.
We have our work cut out for us. We must continue our focus
on reducing income inequality, confronting racist policies that
undermine communities, and building an economy where no
Oregonian is left behind. In the year ahead, alongside our community
partners throughout the state, we will lay the foundation to ensure
families have an affordable place to live and where the benefits of a
thriving economy are shared by all.
With your support, we can make this happen. Thank you for standing
with us in this fight.

By the numbers...
In 2019, the Center’s reports, analysis and advocacy all
served to make life better for low- and moderate-income
Oregonians.

17 Reports and fact sheets
88,000 Website visitors
29 Editorials & commentaries 4,180 Facebook followers
7 Videos
1,050 Twitter followers
25 Presentations, webinars 		
Our work was generously
and events
supported by 7 foundations,
140 Media stories featuring 30 organizations and
OCPP analysis
396 individuals from across the state.
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2019
IMPACT
Investing in
Oregon kids
OCPP’s research and analysis
helped legislators and advocates
understand how historic gaming
of Oregon’s corporate taxes has
led to chronic underinvesting
in Oregon’s children. In
collaboration with education
advocates we helped persuade
legislators to craft a viable
corporate tax and invest an
additional one billion dollars per
year in schools.
IMPACT: Reduced class sizes, a
boost to early learning programs,
and much more. Because the
act will bring extra resources
to schools with greater levels of
poverty, it aims to help close the
achievement gap between rich
and poor schools.

Boosting
working families
We initiated a campaign to
increase the take home pay
of working Oregonians by
renewing and raising Oregon’s
Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC).
Our coalition-building, research,
analysis and communications
efforts were successful in
protecting and strengthening
this vital credit for 900,000
striving Oregonians getting by
on low wages, including four of
every ten children in the state.

IMPACT: Oregon working
families challenged to afford the
basics will have more money for
groceries, to cover rent, or pay for
goods or services they otherwise
couldn’t afford – like clothes and
school supplies for their kids.

A stronger safety net
for children
experiencing poverty
With our partners, we secured
additional resources for the
principal safety net for children
who our economy has left behind
– Temporary Assistance for
Needy Families (TANF).
IMPACT: Oregon families
experiencing extreme poverty
will have additional resources to
keep a roof over their heads and
get job training.

Protecting the health
of Oregonians
We supported advocate’s efforts
to increase the cigarette tax by
two dollars, increasing the price
of a pack of cigarettes by 150%.
Big Tobacco will surely spend
millions of dollars attempting
to undermine this critical public
health measure in November.
IMPACT: If approved by voters,
the measure will advance
the interests of low income
Oregonians by raising revenue
needed to preserve health care
for hundreds of thousands
of Oregonians, discouraging
tobacco use, and investing
in prevention and cessation
programs.
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How we
help
Oregonians
thrive

Accurate and timely information is essential to achieving
policies that advance economic justice. Just as important, this
information must be explained in a way that most everyone can
grasp — especially when it comes to the all-important area of tax
policy. And it must be disseminated widely, reaching lawmakers,
the media, and politically engaged Oregonians. That is the
indispensable role that the Oregon Center for Public Policy plays
for our state’s progressive movement.

We also believe deeply in collaboration, both as a principle and
as a strategy for accomplishing positive change. We collaborate
with community partners in coalitions to advance our mission, and theirs. Partner advocates use our
information when formulating policy proposals, talking with constituents, testifying at legislative
hearings, or writing op-eds. We strive to advance equity and to enable the success of those working to
dismantle inequities.

Ways to support our work
n Donate online
n Subscribe to our email
communications
n Advocate for our policies
n Follow us on Facebook and
Twitter

Oregon Center
for Public Policy

6420 SW Macadam, Suite 200
Portland, Oregon 97239-0127
971-279-4732 l info@ocpp.org
www.ocpp.org
Tax ID: 931186075
BecauseFactsMatter
OCPPnews

Thank you!
Your support and advocacy
helps move us down the
road to economic justice in
Oregon.
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